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Youth in Cooperatives in Asia and Pacific
What are youth cooperatives?

ICA-AP Committee on Youth Cooperation
(ICYC)

A youth cooperative is a cooperative that is either run by ICYC was established in 2006 to undertake initiatives for
youth; created by youth; and/or has activities or the development of cooperatives among youth in Asia and
programmes focused on youth.
Pacific. It works actively towards fulfilling the following
objectives:

Did you know?

The Colombo Declaration on Youth passed at the 15th
UN World Conference on Youth 2014, Sri Lanka
recognises cooperatives as alternate models of
enterprises to promote full employment and
entrepreneurship among youth. ICYC played an
instrumental role in the Declaration by making an
intervention on youth and cooperatives.
Dr. Mauritz Bonow Young Researchers’ award was
instituted in 2016 by ICA Asia and Pacific (ICA-AP) and
ICA Domus Trust to recognise young cooperative
researchers.
Youth in Malaysia, Japan get involved in the
cooperative movement at an early age through school
and university cooperatives.
During the UN International Year of Cooperatives in
2012, ICA came out with a statement on youth that
emphasised on the importance of cooperatives to
empower, employ and engage young people affected
by
unemployment,
underemployment,
disempowerment, and disengagement.
ICA General Assembly 2019 unanimously approved the
Youth Resolution presented by Youth Network in
Rwanda that reinforces the importance of regional
youth committees, their right-of-vote in regional
boards, among others.
PerMaTa from Indonesia and RedRoot from the
Philippines were among the nine winners of ICA's
Replication Project to develop youth led
cooperatives. The winners will get a maximum of €
10,000 each to develop their cooperatives.

Develop youth cooperatives in Asia and Pacific
Strengthen and encourage cooperation among young
cooperators
Encourage youth to become active members in
cooperatives
Strengthen business activities of youth cooperatives
Provide linkages and networking with cooperatives
Mainstream youth in cooperatives
ICYC is currently represented by 16 individual members
from 7 countries (India, Indonesia, Iran Nepal, Pakistan,
Palestine, and the Philippines). It actively collaborates
with ICA Youth Network and regional youth
networks/committees from Africa, Americas and Europe
to promote youth participation and leadership in
cooperatives and foster inter-regional partnerships.
Youth based activities and events of ICA-AP are
supported by ICA’s long-term member Japanese
Consumers’ Co-operative Union (JCCU).

ICA Youth Network
ICA Youth Network was established in 2003 to advise,
support and represent young cooperators from all four
regions of the ICA. It works with cooperatives to help
them develop strategies to promote decent employment
and growth for youth in cooperatives; connects young
cooperators by creating spaces for reflection, discussion
and training; involves youth from outside the cooperative
movement through education and support; and ensures
that issues of young cooperators are raised and discussed
at forums associated with ICA and its members.
Young people are not the future of the movement. They
must be the present, because the urgent problems of
today mean the future of our movement and our
civilisation is at stake.

ICA President Mr. Ariel Guarco at Global Youth Forum
2020 (GYF20), Malaysia

Youth inclusion in cooperatives in Asia and Pacific
Inclusion of youth in cooperatives has been integral to ICA-AP’s work since its establishment. From 1960 to 2000,
several programmes focussing on increasing participation of youth in cooperatives were taken in collaboration with
members. Some of the initiatives included country-level trainings on income-generation activities in 1970s, regional
seminars and workshops on youth in 1980s and 1990s, and observance of the UN International Year of Youth since
1985.
From 2001-2010, ICA-AP’s engagement with youth was further institutionalised with formation of ICYC in 2006,
inclusion of youth at the Eighth Asia-Pacific Ministers’ Conference Declaration in 2007, and co-option of youth
representative to its Regional Board in 2008. This was also the period when deliberations on youth cooperative
entrepreneurship were initiated starting with the Global Youth Conference organised by ICYC with Singapore
National Co-operative Federation (SNCF) in 2007. The Conference was attended by over 150 youth delegates from
Asia and Pacific, Americas and Europe.
Promoting cooperative model of business among youth and integrating youth in cooperatives has been a focus from
2011-2020. Initiatives undertaken by ICA-AP in last ten years are outlined below.

Promoting entrepreneurship

Awareness, training and education

Coopathon is a cooperative hackathon where young
participants from Asia and Pacific work on hacking or
solving various business challenges in cooperatives. The
first and second Coopathon were conducted in India in
2018 and 2019, and the third was held online in 2020.

Asia and Pacific Cooperative Youth Summit is a meeting
of young cooperators that involves group activities to
understand cooperative principles and values; reflect on
challenges of youth; and mentor aspiring cooperators.
Coop Pitch, a competition for youth to share new
cooperative business ideas for their local communities is
also organised. The first Youth Summit was held in
Indonesia in 2016 and second in the Philippines in 2018.

Australia
2019
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Knowledge, creation and research

Early Career Researchers’ and Young Scholars’
Workshop is a new initiative of the ICA-AP Committee on
Cooperative Research (ICA-AP CCR). Started in 2019, the
workshop provides young scholars the opportunity to be
mentored by senior academicians and experts on
cooperatives.
Global study on 'Bridging Gaps between Youth and
Cooperatives' was conducted in all ICA regions to identify
key challenges faced by youth and how cooperatives can
address them. In Asia and Pacific, the study was
conducted in India, Indonesia, Iran, the Philippines and
South Korea.

2020
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Global Cooperative Entrepreneurship (GCE) is a
mentorship programme implemented in all ICA regions to
promote youth cooperative entrepreneurship under the
#coops4dev project. In Asia and Pacific, it is being
implemented in India, Indonesia and Malaysia by mentors
and young ambassadors representing ICA member
organisations.

Malaysia

Global Youth Forum was a first ever week-long
immersive training organised by ICA and ANGKASA
(National Cooperative Movement of Malaysia) in 2020 for
young entrepreneurs and cooperators in which over 150
youth delegates and 20 trainers from 50 countries
participated. Training sessions covered a wide range of
topics- cooperative entrepreneurship, governance, and
legal frameworks; project management; social media
campaigns; and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Cooperatives on the campuses of universities and
schools (campus cooperatives) in many countries of Asia
and Pacific have been in existence for many decades.
The active ones are in Indonesia, Malaysia, Japan, South
Korea, and the Philippines. Campus cooperatives provide
an opportunity to youth to become members of
cooperatives at an early age; acquire leadership skills;
generate and implement new and innovative business
ideas; and make their voices heard in the larger
cooperative movement. ICA-AP has held workshops on
youth and campus cooperatives in India in 2011 and 2016,
South Korea in 2013, Thailand in 2015, Rwanda in 2019,
and Nepal in 2019.

Policy and advocacy
Youth inclusion in regional forums and declarations is a
step towards making regional policy and advocacy
inclusive. ICA-AP actively works to increase the
representation of youth in its activities and provides
them opportunity to voice their issues in its Regional
Assembly, Regional Forums, and Asia-Pacific Ministerial
conferences. The Regional Office endeavours that the
issues raised by ICYC representatives are reflected in
relevant regional resolutions and declarations.

Youth cooperatives in Asia and Pacific

Go Green Campaign (GGC) was started by ICYC in 2018 to
mobilise youth from cooperatives for a common cause to protect the environment. Aligned with SDG 13 (Climate
Action), GGC encourages young cooperators to plant trees
to combat the global threat of climate change. In its first
edition in Asia and Pacific, youth from Indonesia, Iran,
Nepal, Palestine, Pakistan, the Philippines, Thailand and
UAE took part. GGC 2.0 was held in collaboration with ICA
Africa Youth Network in 2019 where youth from Kenya
participated along with those from China, India, Iran,
Nepal, Pakistan and the Philippines. In 2020, ICYC
collaborated with youth in Africa and the Americas to
observe GGC 3.0 in which youth from 18 countries
participated.
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Go Green Campaign

Youth planting trees

Coop Clubs, Singapore

Initiated in 2016 by SNCF, the Coop Club programme aims at developing entrepreneurial skills of students in
Singapore by providing them the opportunity to have first-hand experience in setting up a cooperative business
with social mission. Coop Clubs encourages at least five students with similar interests to form a group to pursue
their business ideas. SNCF educates students on cooperatives and trains them in practical business skills-creating
business plans in teams, finance, marketing, sales, and evaluation of sales to identify opportunities and mitigate
risks. It provides seed funding of US$ 1,100 to support business initiatives of youth. Students who are part of Coop
Clubs are given training in STEM (Science, technology, engineering and maths) to use 3D, laser and allied
technology to create their own products and designs.

InnoCircle Initiative is an incubator for cooperative start-ups in
Indonesia that encourages youth to hone their innovative business
ideas and collaborate with each other. Indonesia is an emerging
centre for entrepreneurial growth and has the 5th highest number
of start-ups in the world. InnoCircle offers co-working space to
young cooperative entrepreneurs, mentors and connects them
with investors, founders, academics, and government to create
products and services that have economic and social impact.
Young cooperators supported by
InnoCircle focuses on promoting worker-owned cooperatives
InnoCircle Initiative
among youth in the country.
Established in 2018, InnoCircle has incubated 20 cooperative
start-ups which are engaged in home delivery of goods (Dommu);
home delivery of vegetables (Beceer); book rentals and mobile
library (BookCircle).
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InnoCircle Initiative, Indonesia

Student Saving Clubs, Nepal

Initiated in 2014, student saving clubs were first promoted by a primary cooperative- Gopaleshwor Saving and
Credit Cooperative in Kathmandu as part of its financial literacy programme for youth. The programme was
subsequently adopted by other cooperatives in Nepal. As part of this programme, young students in local schools
are mobilised into clubs and given education about cooperative principles and values, training on financial literacy
and encouraged to save money using piggy banks. By 2020, about 350 student saving clubs have been formed in
different parts of Nepal supported by cooperatives such as Nepal Multipurpose Cooperative and VYCCU Savings
and Credit Cooperative. Through saving clubs, students also get opportunities to participate in extra-curricular
activities to develop their inter-personal and leadership skills.

ESDC is supporting the development of youth cooperatives in
Palestine through capacity building programmes, awareness
workshops and infrastructure support. In 2020, ESDC developed
two greenhouse facilities for a newly established youth cooperative
whose members are young agronomists, engaged in producing fresh
vegetables. Since 2019, ESDC has conducted workshops in 25
schools, summer camps and training programmes to promote
cooperative principles and values among children and youth. It has
also developed training curriculum on cooperatives to educate
youth in different fields. 125 young people have completed trainings
conducted by ESDC on cooperatives using its recently developed
curriculum.

Young participants at ESDC's
training on cooperatives
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Economic and Social Development Center
(ESDC), Palestine

Youth-based initiatives by the cooperative movement in Asia and Pacific
Coop Connect in an initiative of National Cooperative Union of India (NCUI) to popularise cooperative model of
business and development in schools and universities in India through training and capacity building of teachers
and students.
Yuva Sahkar Scheme is a cooperative enterprise support and innovation scheme in India launched by National
Cooperative Development Corporation (NCDC) in 2018 for young entrepreneurs. Through this scheme, youth can
avail financial assistance for upto 80% of the project cost.
Creathon is a business challenge organised by SNCF for students and aspiring young entrepreneurs in Singapore
to develop their business ideas and address social issues through cooperation.
'Coop-Youth as Change Makers-Manual for Financial Literacy for Youth’ is a manual developed by NATCCO in the
Philippines and Aflatoun International.
Imus Cooperative Federation from the Philippines and IKOPIN university from Indonesia partnered in 2019 to
promote awareness and knowledge on cooperatives in young children and adults through international
exchange-based activities.
The Ministry of Cooperatives, Labour and Social Welfare and Ministry of Sport and Youth in Iran collaborated in
2019 to promote and fund youth cooperatives. The Government of Iran has also established the Iranian
Cooperative Investment Guarantee Fund and the Omid (meaning hope) Entrepreneurship Fund that among
others, have provisions to support youth cooperatives.
Vietnam Cooperative Alliance (VCA) and Agriterra collaborated in 2017 for capacity building programmes in
Vietnam to enhance the participation of youth in agricultural cooperatives.
The National Association of Mongolian Agricultural Cooperatives (NAMAC) has developed a multi-pronged
approach to attract youth to the cooperative movement. This includes, pilot projects focussing on youth,
engagement with universities and inclusion of youth in cooperative businesses.
The partnership between Central Cooperative Society in Myanmar and AgriProFocus (international multistakeholder network in the agri-food sector) offers youth in Myanmar the opportunity to participate in the
AgriFood Bootcamp, a training programme by Dutch organisations in the agri-food business.
Youth Leading in Enterprise and Agriculture Development (YLEAD) is a programme of Federation of Peoples’
Sustainable Development Cooperative (FPSDC) in the Philippines to promote agricultural entrepreneurship
among youth and innovation in agricultural products and services.
Coop YES is the Cooperative Youth Empowerment Society in Sri Lanka established with the support of the
government of Sri Lanka to enhance young people’s knowledge, skills and living standards.

What are cooperatives?
Cooperatives are people-centred enterprises owned,
controlled and run by and for their members to
realise their common economic, social, and cultural
needs and aspirations.

Cooperative values
Cooperatives are based on the values of self-help,
self-responsibility, democracy, equality, equity, and
solidarity. In the tradition of their founders,
cooperative members believe in the ethical values of
honesty, openness, social responsibility and caring
for others.

Cooperative principles
The seven cooperative principles are guidelines by
which cooperatives put their values into practice.
1. Voluntary and Open Membership
2. Democratic Member Control
3. Member Economic Participation
4. Autonomy and Independence
5. Education, Training, and Information
6. Cooperation among Cooperatives
7. Concern for Community

ICA-AP is one of four regional offices of the ICA.
Established in 1960 in New Delhi, India, it unites,
promotes, and develops cooperatives in the region.
ICA-AP’s 111 members from 32 countries spans a
variety of sectors, including agriculture, credit and
banking, consumer, education, fisheries, forestry,
housing, and insurance.
The ICA Domus Trust was set up, in 1988, to
recognise the valuable contribution made by Dr.
Mauritz Bonow to the development of cooperative
movement throughout the world and particularly in
developing countries. The Trust has its offices in
India and is fully supported by International
Cooperative Alliance.

Contact information
For more information about ICYC and its
membership and/or youth initiatives by ICA-AP,
please contact ICA-AP.
Email: info@icaap.coop
ICAAsiaAndPacific
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